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Mummers’ Plays 
 
Learning Outcomes General 
Learning about English traditions  
Learning about local, National and social history and heritage 
English language skills including: speaking and listening; exploring and using words, 
rhymes and rhythmic word patterns 
Writing skills 
Building confidence through performance 
Work as a team 
Extension activities: Advertising and promoting your play; costume and prop making/art, 
craft and design; production, stage management and front of house; customer care 
 

Outcomes Arts Award Explore 
The Mummers’ Play would be one art form out of several that would be needed to complete 
the award. Mummers’ Plays would fit comfortably with other traditional arts from such as: 
Broom Dancing, Maypole Dancing and Well Dressing.  
  
Part A - Inspire: Take part in a range of Arts Activities.  
The Mummers’ Play would be one of the arts activities. 
 
Part B - Explore: Explore the work of artists or arts organisations through live or 
active experience.  
Research on Mummers’ Play groups online or by visiting. Invite a local mummers’ play into 
school. 
 
Part C - Create: Create a piece of art work to demonstrate arts skills, 
Make up a play either by changing an existing one or making up own. Show the play to 
others in the group, the school at an assembly/concert or at a school/fair or local event. 
 
Part D - Present: Identity what they have achieved and enjoyed through the award 
and present their work to others.  
Choose favourite art form(s), present this to others in the group, the school, or wider 
audience and share what it was that they achieved and enjoyed. This section is not just a 
performance. 
 

Outputs 
A cross curricular, cross classes/year group activity. 
An extension to the broom dance, song writing, maypole activity. 
An entertainment for a school or local event such as concert or fair. 
An entertainment for a local day centre, care home, other school. 
Engaging wider community. 
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Using FOLK 3D Presentations 
Step 1: Learn about Mummers’ Plays – ‘Mummers’ Plays’ 
Learn about writing Mummers’ plays – ‘How to write a Mummers’ Play’ 
Step 2: Slide 1 ‘Writing a Mummers’ Play’ – How we wrote our plays 
Step 3: Slide 14 ‘Write your own Mummers’ Play’ – step by step for writing your own 
 

Background Information 
 
What is a Mummers’ Play? 
Mummers’ Plays are short seasonal British Folk Plays performed by troupes of amateur 
actors known as mummers or guisers (or by local names such as rhymers, pace-
eggers, soulers, tipteerers, wrenboys, galoshins, guysers, and so on). They are traditionally 
performed in association with certain annual festivals - Christmas, Halloween, All Souls' 
Day, New Year, Plough Monday or Easter. In our project we focussed on St George’s Day 
April 23rd. 
Originally from the British Isles, the practice has spread to a number of former British 
colonies. They are sometimes performed in the street, but more usually as house-to-house 
visits and in local pubs. The first texts and descriptions of performances only really start to 
appear around the late 1700’s. 
Mummers’ Plays have rhymed texts and the central incident is the killing and restoring to 
life of one of the characters. The characters may be introduced in a series of short 
speeches (usually in rhyming couplets) in which each personage has his own introductory 
announcement, or they may introduce themselves in the course of the play's action. 
 
Who would have performed the play?  
Those involved with mumming groups were often unwilling to admit to it as they did not like 
to confess to begging; it was this stigma that lead to performers wearing face-obscuring 
hats or other kinds of headgear, which create the impression of being masked; some 
mummers' faces are blackened, coal would have been a readily available face paint, by 
way of disguise. Many mummers and guisers however, have no facial disguise at all. It 
seems that it could have been quite lucrative to be a performer with three nights of 
mumming often raising as much as a whole month's wages for the agricultural labourers 
who mostly made up the groups. 
 
Themes of Death and Resurrection 
Representing the changing of the seasons, the turning of the year from winter to 
spring/summer, the passing of time. Spilling the blood and paying the debt of nature. 
 
There are three main types of play, all have many variations, and the common linking factor 
is the presence of a quack doctor who brings someone back to life. 
 
The Recruiting Sergeant play, is found in the English East Midlands. It is usually associated 
with Plough Monday (the second Monday in January). Here Tom Fool is the introducer, but 
this is followed by a three way operatic scene between a Recruiting Sergeant, a Farmer's 
Man and the Lady. Basically the Farmer's Man forswears his sweetheart and joins the 
army, so the Lady decides to marry the Fool. There next follows a scene between Old 
Dame Jane and Beelzebub or Eezum Squeezum which ends up with Dame Jane being 
knocked to the ground. A quack doctor is then brought in to perform an intricate comical 
cure. The whole thing ends up in a song. Sometimes, King George and other Hero/Combat 
characters are included in these plays.  
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The Sword Dance play, found in Yorkshire and north east England. This is a linked sword 
dance with drama thrown in. Here the characters are the dancers, whose lines are normally 
spoken in single verses one character after the other. In the dance the Fool is "executed" in 
the time honoured fashion of putting the sword lock round his neck and drawing the swords 
simultaneously. Then after a series of alibis from the dancers, someone is brought on - 
usually a quack doctor - to cure the victim. 
 
And finally the most prominent is the Hero/Combat play. It starts with an introductory 
prologue and is followed by challenges and a sword fight between the hero and an 
antagonist. As a result of this, one of them (not always the villain) is "slain" and a quack 
doctor is brought in to perform a cure. This is usually achieved with a degree of comedy 
and may be the major scene of the play. To finish, a number of supernumerary characters 
may enter, chief among whom is Beelzebub, and often the whole affair finishes with a 
seasonal song. Saint/King/Prince George is the most common hero of the play, but others 
may be found in sub-types of the play. These include; Robin Hood and Galatians, 
Scotland's typical hero. In some cases there may be more than one combat. 
 

Putting on a Mummers’ Play 
Imitate - try what's already there. 

• Traditional scrips:  

• Master Mummers’ Website: http://www.folkplay.info/Texts.htm  
EFDSS Full English: http://www.vwml.org/search/search-full-
english?qtext=mummers%20plays&ts=1465049998747&collectionfilter=HHA;SBG;L
EB;JHB;GB;COL;CC;GG;AGG;PG;HAM;MK;FK;EML;TFO;CJS1;CJS2;FSBW;RVW
1;RVW2;AW 
 

• New scripts:  https://folk3d.wordpress.com/educational-resources/  
 

Innovate - change bits of what is already there. 
Edit an existing traditional script or one of FOLK 3D scripts. 
https://folk3d.wordpress.com/educational-resources/ 
 
 Invent - use learned ideas to create your own. See Folk 3D resource ‘How to write a 
Mummers Play’. https://folk3d.wordpress.com/educational-resources/ 

 

Invent - Writing a new play 
 
Choosing the Characters 
The Maypoles, Mummers and Merry England Project chose to work with the Heroes and 
Combats type of play for several reasons: 

• Our play was primarily for performance on or around St George’s Day and these 
plays usually include St George. 

• We wanted to open up discussion on British and English customs whilst showing 
how it they can still be relevant today.  

• These plays are a good example of the importance of the seasonal cycle. These 
plays include at least one death and resurrection symbolising the turning from winter 
to spring/summer. 
 
How we formatted the play 
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• We chose not to use the typical format of St George fighting the Turkish Knight or 
other soldier/character and replaced the protagonist with a Dragon. 

• We looked at local historical or current characters that where important to the local 
area and made them the focus for the Dragon’s fight. 

• Other characters helped out to ‘save the day’ and fell the dragon. 
• Doctor or nurse raises up the dragon 
• The dragon is sent on its way, offered a new way of living thus looking at conflict 

resolution. 
•  St George enters, looking for a chance to be a hero but he is told that he is too late. 

 
Including local characters 
This format enables students to research local historical characters and think about 
what a hero/heroine is and who may be important to them as role models, etc.   
Our local characters include: 

• Walter Evans (founder of Darley Abbey Mill, Derby UK) The Dragon threatens to 
burn down the mill. Fire was a common problem for early textile mills. 

• The Derby Ram. This is an oversized ram found in many Derby traditional songs and 
stories. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3DkBTdHbyc  the dragon tries to eat the 
Ram and dislodges his football sized eye (relevant to the story). All is saved when 
Steve Bloomer takes the penalty kick to replace it. Steve Bloomer (1874 –1938) was 
an England international footballer and manager who played for Derby County - 
becoming their record goal scorer. 

• William Duesbury (1725–1786) was an important enameller and 
British entrepreneur, founder of the Royal Crown Derby. The Dragon threatens to 
smash all of the pottery with its tail. 

• Derby is lucky to have a connection with Florence Nightingale (1820 –1910) and 
therefore she showed up in several of our plays as the ‘Doctor’. She was a 
celebrated English social reformer and statistician, and the founder of 
modern nursing and spent much of her childhood in Derbyshire. 

• There is also have a specialism in hand surgery at Royal Derby Hospital and we 
used that when appropriate. 

 
Examples of other characters identified as heroes and heroines  

• Dinner supervisor 
• Police officer 
• Fire man/woman 
• Lara Croft (of video game fame – originators coming from Derby) 
• Robin Hood 
• A passer-by 
• Mr Rolls and Mr Royce 
• Teacher 
     Story line for our play 

• Character introduces – welcome in, make room etc.  

• This could be a pure narrative role or a character identified by students. 

• Next is the key character from history who gives an over view of why they are 
famous/what they did. 

• Next is the Dragon who threatens – this is relevant to the key character, the dragon 
is threatening not only the character but also the essential good that the key 
character is known for. 

• Next is a character who will fight the Dragon – does so and the dragon falls. 
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• Next is the ‘medic’ who revives the dragon. The medic can also send dragon on way 
or 

• Next is a character who sends the dragon on it way or sorts out a new role for it. 

• Finally St George looking to be a hero but too late. 
 
Making the play fit the number of performers 
 

• We designed our play with most characters having 4 lines. This makes it achievable 
to get to performance in a shorter time. 

• To extend the number of performers we spilt the 4 lines to 2 or one each adding the 
other character as ‘assistant’, 2nd/3rd dinner supervisor, or closely related character 
such as Robin Hood/Maid Marion etc. In most cases the text needed to change to 
the third person. 

• We added characters by some offering to fell the dragon but either not being able to 
do so, or someone else more able stepping in. E.g. a passer-by offers doubtfully but 
Robin Hood steps in. 

• There is always space at the end to bring in characters, to close the performance, 
thank the audience etc. 

• There is always space at the beginning to open the play, to make the space, to call 
the audience in. 

• The Dragon can be as long as manageable! It can be one or several people.  
• A firefighter’s hose can be as long as manageable. 

 

Extension Activities 
Create a well dressing to publicise the event. 
Design and make posters for school and other places to publicise the event. 
Design and make costumes and props. 
Make refreshments to sell/give away. 
Design and make a programme for information on Mummers’ Plays and characters. 
Write an opening or closing song. 
Include broom or ribbon less maypole dance. 
Contact local venues for performance opportunities. 
Raise money for local charity/school cause. 
 

More information 
General information and scripts: 
http://petemillington.webspace.virginmedia.com/Mystery_History.htm 
 
General information for schools: 
http://resources.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/customs/xmas/mummers.htm 
 
Digitised play scripts: 
English Folk Song and Dance Society Vaughn Williams Library Archives 
http://www.vwml.org/search?qtext=mummers%20play&ts=1465832176070&collectionfilter=
HHA;SBG;LEB;JHB;GB;COL;CC;DCD;GG;AGG;PG;HAM;MK;FK;EML;MN;TFO;CJS1;CJS
2;FSBW;RVW1;RVW2;AW 
 
Irish promotional film (good all about mumming plays and mummers): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxQ5BcY8feI  
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Good example of street theatre in the round.  (May be inappropriate for children. Outside 

Globe theatre, London): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyjpkP5FFVk   

Good example of the kind of indoor space with audience participation and blacked faces. 

(May be inappropriate for children.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvL7VaFYsPM  

 

References: 
Peter Millington and Master Mummers - Folk Play Website 
www.mastermummers.org/ 
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